CHRONOGRAPH
Note: Before starting a timing, check that the crown is pushed back
and screwed in to position (0) and return the hands of the counters
to zero by pressing button C while the chronograph is stopped.
Simple or added timing
1. Press button B to start the chronograph.
2. Press button B again to stop the chronograph. The elapsed
time or the first partial time is indicated by the hands of the
counters 5, 6 and 7.
3. Repeat these two steps for each additional timing. At the end
of the last timing, the chronograph will indicate the total time,
in other words the cumulative time of all the partial timings
added together.
4. Push button C to return the counters to zero.

TACHYMETER*
Scale allowing measurement of average speed, for instance of a
vehicle over a distance of 1 kilometer or 1 mile.
Example: Start the chronograph at the beginning of a 1 kilometer
or 1 mile distance and stop it when this distance has been covered.
If the distance took 20 seconds to travel, the average speed is
180 km/h or 180 mph.
Note: Measurement is limited to 60 seconds.
*According to model
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RAPID ADJUSTMENT OF THE DATE AND 24 HOURS HAND
Important: please do not make any rapid adjustment of the
date or the 24 hours hand between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m. as this may
damage the mechanism.
1. Unscrew the crown and pull it out to position (II).
2. Turn the crown clockwise until the desired date is displayed.
3. Turn the crown anticlockwise to set the 24 hours hand.
4. Push the crown back and screw it in to position (0).

SELF-WINDING
CHRONOGRAPH WATCHES

SELF-WINDING CHRONOGRAPH WATCHES

INTRODUCTION

DESCRIPTION

Congratulations on your choice of a watch from the prestigious
RAYMOND WEIL collection, a dynamic expression of masterful design
and the constant objective of supreme quality that have been the
hallmarks of the brand since its creation.
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Your RAYMOND WEIL watch was hand-assembled by our master
watchmakers according to the most rigorous quality standards of
the Swiss watch industry.
In order to guarantee that your RAYMOND WEIL watch will function
perfectly for many years to come, please pay close attention to
the advice contained in these instructions for use as well as in the
international guarantee.
Your watch has a self-winding mechanical movement with an exclusive
complication module, and it has a running reserve of 46 hours.
Note: if your watch has stopped, before any adjustment it is
necessary to wind it manually. Unscrew the crown to place
in position (I), then turn it clockwise 20-30 times. When the
winding is completed, screw the crown back in to position
(0). When you wear the watch, it will wind automatically
with the natural movements of your wrist.

Hours hand
Minutes hand
Seconds hand
24 hours hand
60-seconds-counter hand
30-minutes-counter hand
12-hours-counter hand
Tachymeter scale*
Date

Crown positions
A
B
C

Crown
“Start/Stop” button
“Reset to zero” button
Screw-in crown

*According to model

Normal position and Rapid adjustment of Adjustment of the time
manual winding
the date and the 24 and stop seconds
hours hand

Important: In order to keep your watch water-resistant, and after
any adjustment, always push the crown back and screw it in to
position (0).
ADJUSTMENT OF THE TIME
1. Unscrew the crown and pull it out to position (III). The second
hand will stop*.
2. Adjust the time by turning the crown in the desired direction.
3. Push the crown back and screw it in to position (0). The second
hand will start moving again. This allows perfect synchronization with a reference time such as a radio-controlled clock.
* To adjust the time to the exact second, pull the crown out when
the seconds hand 3 is on 60.

